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Court File No. CV-14-498551

ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE

BETWEEN:

COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS OF ONTARIO

Applicant

-and-

EVE STEWART

Respondent

AFFIDAVIT OF HEATHER CARROLL

I, Heather Carroll, of the Township of King, in the Province of Ontario, MAKE

OATH AND SAY AS FOLLOWS:

1. I am an Investigator in the Investigations and Resolutions Department of the

College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario (the "College"). Unless otherwise

specified, my knowledge of the matters referred to in this affidavit is based on my

involvement in the regulation of Ontario's medical profession for more than 15 years and

my specific involvement investigating the Respondent, Eve Stewart ("Ms Stewart").

2. I have been employed by the College since September 1998. Since that time I

have been an Investigator.

3. In my current role I am responsible for the investigations of allegations of

professional misconduct against physicians who have been or are authorized to practice

medicine in the province of Ontario.
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4. Prior to my employment with the College, I was employed with the Toronto

Police Services from approximately 1979 — 1989. During this time, I was assigned to

14 Division as a constable, where I investigated a variety of occurrences including sexual

and domestic assaults. I was subsequently reassigned to One District Drugs and the

Morality Bureau where I primarily investigated drug trafficking. I was promoted from

this unit to 52 Division Criminal Investigations Bureau as a Sergeant.

The College

5. The College is the self-regulating body for the medical profession in the province

of Ontario. It regulates the practice of medicine to protect and serve the public interest.

Some of its many functions are registering members, undertaking investigations of

members on the basis of complaints or other information made known to the College,

undertaking discipline and fitness to practice proceedings, and implementing a quality

assurance program. The College plays a central role in ensuring that the medical services

to which the Ontario public has access are safe, reliable and professionally delivered by

competent practitioners.

Initiating Information

6. Although the College first received information about Ms Stewart in late

November of 2012, it was not until February 2014 that I was able to confirm Ms Stewart

was, in fact, performing invasive cosmetic surgery. Specifically, it was not until February

10, 2014 that I learned that Ms Stewart had performed a rhinoplasty (nose job), and not

until February 13, 2014 that I confirmed Ms Stewart had performed a Silhouette face lift

by speaking with one of her patients.
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7. On or about November 28, 2012, the College received an email from Heather

Bourque ("Ms Bourque") stating that she had "second hand information" that someone

named "Eve" who claims to have "medical training" is injecting patients with a substance

claiming to be botox, volunteering to do "threading" as a mini face-lift and saying that

"fat transfer" is "coming soon". Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit "A" is a copy of

this email with an attached printout from the Website of Eve's Laser Clinic, which is

located in Nepean, Ontario.

8. I am advised by Brian Goldig, Manager of the College's Public and Physician

Advisory Service, and do verily believe that on or about January 14, 2013, the College

received a phone call from a physician, Dr. Lalonde. Dr. Lalonde advised that one of his

patients informed him of an "unlicensed" physician performing cosmetic procedures out

of her house at a clinic called "Eve's Laser Clinic" and that the technician claims on her

Website that she is medically trained. A copy of a memo to file about this call is attached

to this Affidavit as Exhibit "B".

9. Dr. Lalonde followed up his call with a letter to the College, which was received

on or about January 21, 2013. In this letter he explained that ahome-based clinic called

"Eve's Laser Clinic" is advertising Botox, Filler, Silhouette Lift (a surgical procedure)

and other medically based treatments without the administration of a physician or nurse

practitioner." Attached to this Affidavit as Exhibit "C" is a copy of this letter.

10. On or about January 31, 2013, I had an email exchange with Ms Bourque in

which I asked her to forward my contact information to the person that disclosed to her

the information contained in her earlier email. Ms Bourque advised she would not
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disclose this information because she had not spoken to the patient prior to contacting the

College. Attached to this Affidavit as Exhibit "D" is a copy of my January 2013 email

exchange with Ms Bourque.

11. Only regulated health professionals, or under certain circumstances their

authorized delegates, are permitted to perform controlled acts. Controlled acts, which are

defined in the Regulated Health Professions Act (the "RHPA") include, but are not

limited to:

a) communicating to the individual or his or her representative a
diagnosis identifying a disease or disorder as the cause of
symptoms of the individual in circumstances in which it is
reasonably foreseeable that the individual or his or her personal

representative will rely on the diagnosis;

b) performing a procedure on tissue below the dermis;

c) administering a substance by injection or inhalation; and

d) putting an instrument, hand or finger, beyond the labia majora or

beyond the point in the nasal passages where they normally
narrow.

12. There are manners in which controlled acts can be delegated. The College's

delegation policy and an explanation thereof is set out in the affidavit of Dr. McCauley.

Chronology of Information Obtained by the College Regarding Ms Stewart

Engaging in Controlled Acts

13. As a result of the information I received from Ms Bourque and Dr. Lalonde, I

checked the College's Register and concluded that Ms Stewart is not and has never been

a member of the College.
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14. On or about February 7, 2013, I anonymously contacted Eve's Laser Clinic (using

the name Sharon), asking about Botox, Juvederm and Restylane. I left a message asking

that my call be returned. Attached to this Affidavit as Exhibit "E" is a copy of the

memorandum to file summarizing my voicemail message.

15. On or about February 7, 2013, I received a return telephone call from Ms Stewart

of Eve's Laser Clinic. Ms Stewart advised that:

• She personally performs Botox injections;

• She uses Juvederm Ultra 3 for deep lines;

• She performs "mini face lifts" called Silhouette Lifts using a local

anaesthetic and that there is no need to meet with a doctor in relation to

this procedure; and

• She is neither a nurse nor a doctor but is "medically trained, certified, uses

an assistant" and has taken courses and studied with doctors.

Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit "F" is a memorandum to file about this telephone

call.

16. I am advised by Mr. Steve Wright, College Investigator, and do verily believe that

as a result of the above information, he sent a letter to Eve's Laser Clinic on March 5,

2013, advising the clinic to immediately cease performing all controlled acts or face

prosecution under the Provincial Offences Act. Ms Stewart was further requested. to

inform Mr. Wright immediately if she was assisting a physician or a member of a
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regulated health profession and to also provide the name of the individual who is

supplying her with injectable substances. Mr. Wright asked for a response by March 12,

2013. A copy of this letter is attached to this affidavit as Exhibit "G".

17. On or about March 12, 2013, Mr. Wright received a letter from Mr. Gerami of

GERAMI Law PC advising that he had been retained by Ms Stewart and asking for an

extension of time to respond to Mr. Wright's March 5, 2013 letter. Attached to this

affidavit and marked as Exhibit "H" is a copy of this March 12, 2013 letter.

18. On or about March 15, 2013, the College wrote to Mr. Gerami asking him to sign

a Confirmation of Authority to Accept Service. On or about March 18, 2013, the College

again wrote to Mx. Gerami granting him an extension to respond to the March 5, 2013

letter and reminding him that Ms Stewart's "failure to comply" will result in prosecution

under the Provincial Offences Act. Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibits "I"

and "J" respectively are the March 15, 2013 and March 18, 2013 letters.

19. On or about March 28, 2013, Mr. Gerami advised that he was retained by

Ms Stewart for the purpose of providing "limited legal advice" and that he was not

authorized to accept service of documents on her behalf. Attached to this affidavit as

Exhibit "K" is a copy of Mr. Gerami's March 28, 2013 letter.

20. On or about June 15, 2013, I obtained instructions from the College's Inquiries,

Complaints, and Reports Committee ("ICRC") to proceed with an official investigation

into Eve Stewart and, specifically, into whether she was performing controlled acts.
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21. On or about July 31, 2013, the College retained CKR Global Investigations to

obtain information about the procedures being offered by Ms Stewart, her background,

and any affiliation she may have wit doctors.

22. On September 27, 2013 posing as a potential patient, I attended Eve's Laser

Clinic with Ms Martin, one of the private investigators. During this appointment I

inquired about obtaining botox. Ms Stewart observed my face in relation to my inquiry

and stated she could start with injections to my forehead area. I advised her I would

make a decision about botox following Ms Martin's botox injections. During this visit I

observed Ms Stewart preparing to inject Ms Martin with a syringe. Just before Ms

Stewart injected the syringe into Ms Martin's face, I advised Ms Stewart that I was an

investigator with the College and told her she would not be administering this injection.

23. After I explained to Ms Stewart that I was from the College, my colleague

Mr. Wright and Ms Martin's colleague, Mr. Taljaard, entered the clinic. Ms Stewart

confirmed she had received letters from the College asking her to cease performing

controlled acts. She further advised us that she was under the supervision of a physician.

When asked for the name of this physician, Ms Stewart refused to provide us with a name

unless the College provided her with a letter stating that the physician will not be

harassed, threated or have his/her license revoked. We did not provide her with such a

letter. Attached as Exhibit "L" is my memo to file about this attendance.

24. Ultimately, the private investigators were able to confirm that Ms Stewart

administers botox. They were not able to confirm that Ms Stewart had actually

performed the Silhouette (face lift) procedure, although Ms Stewart claimed to have
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performed this procedure, as well as an eyebrow lift, and said she was going to do an

eyelid lift. I have read the contents of the affidavits sworn by Ms Martin and Ms

Williams, another private investigator, and agree that the content contained in .those

affidavits is what was shared with the College.

25. On or about September 27, 2013, I wrote to Ms Stewart referencing the College's

March 5, 2013 letter. In this letter I advised that an investigation into her practice

indicated that she failed to comply with the College's request to stop performing all

controlled acts. I stated that should she wish to reply to this notice, she should do so by

October 11, 2013. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit "M" is my letter to Ms Stewart.

26. On or about October 9, 2013, Ms Stewart responded to my September 27, 2013

letter (addressing her letter to my colleague, Mr. Wright) and visit to her clinic. In this

letter she repeated that she is happy to provide the name of the doctor who delegates to

her as soon as she receives a letter from the College stating that the physician will "not be

harassed, threatened or have his/her license suspended or revoked" in order to protect this

doctor from the College's "mafia like wrath". She further enclosed the invoice for the

botox that she claimed was wasted by our visit to her clinic under "false pretenses".

Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit "N" is Ms Stewart's letter.

27. On or about October 16, 2013, I sent a letter to Ms Stewart. She was advised that

until the College was able to verify the name of a physician who is apparently

supervising her and able to then conduct the necessary inquiries regarding this individual,

that she is to cease and desist from performing controlled acts as directed in previous

correspondence. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit "O" is a copy of this letter.
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28. On or about October 22, 2013, I received a phone call from Ms Stewart

acknowledging receipt of my October 16, 2013 letter. Again, Ms Stewart advised she

would not identify the supervising physician until she receives a letter from the College

indicating that the College will not threaten or revoke the doctor's license. I reiterated

that the College would not be providing such a letter. Ms Stewart advised me that she

had gone to her local MP and referred to the College as the "Mafia in Canada". Attached

to this affidavit as Exhibit "P" is a copy of a memo to file summarizing this

conversation.

29. Between November 12, 2013 and November 20, 2013, I engaged in an email

exchange with Ms Stewart about the relevant provisions in the RHPA and the College's

Delegation of Controlled Acts policy. Ms Stewart "assured" me that "all is being done in

accordance with all the rules" and that the "safety of [her] clients is of the utmost

priority." She further stated that she had read the material and could not see how any of

it applied to her. In this exchange of communication. I suggested she obtain legal

advice. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit "Q" is the email exchange.

30. On or about December 4, 2013, I wrote to Ms Stewart advising her that my

investigation was being prepared for review by the College's ICRC at the next available

meeting. I told her that should she wish to provide a written submission, she should do

so by no later than December 18, 2013. Attached to this Affidavit as Exhibit "R" is my

December 4, 2013 letter.

31. On or about January 23, 2014 I left a voicemail message for a woman whose

name and number was given by Ms Stewart to Ms Williams (one of the private
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investigators) as a reference for the Silhouette facelift procedure. Attached to this

Affidavit as Exhibit "S" is a memo to file regarding this voicemail message.

32. On or about February 10, 2014, the College received an email from

Dr. Bonaparte, an otolaryngologist in Ottawa. Dr. Bonaparte had just received a call

from a family physician who works at a walk-in clinic in Ottawa. According to the

Dr. Bonaparte, the family physician had a patient arrive at the walk in clinic who had

undergone a "rhinoplasty" (nose job) at Eve's laser Clinic by a person named "Eve".

This patient was seeking to obtain a prescription for prophylactic antibiotics because

"Eve" could not issue a prescription. I responded to Dr. Bonaparte's email, advising him

that I would 'nvestigate this matter and asked for the name of the family physician.

Dr. Bonaparte provided me with the name of the family physician (Dr. Barron) in a

subsequent email. Later that day, Dr. Bonaparte emailed me the transcript of what he

advised was a recorded conversation between "Chantal" at the desk of Eve's Laser

Clinic, and his friend, "Leigh". Attached to this Affidavit as Exhibit "T" is a copy of my

email exchanges with Dr. Bonaparte on February 10, 2014.

33. On or about February 10, 2014, I received a call from Dr. Barron. I was advised

by Dr. Barron and do verily believe that a patient attended her walk-in clinic on February

6, 2014 and told her she had undergone a rhinoplasty surgery earlier that day, performed

by "Eve", which involved moving cartilage around. I am advised by Dr. Barron and do

verily believe that Dr. Barron observed dried blood and tape on this patient's nose and

was advised by the patient that there were stiches in her nose. The patient advised

Dr. Barron that "Eve" told her to go to her doctor to obtain antibiotics. Dr. Barron asked

the patient why "Eve" could not prescribe antibiotics and was advised that "Eve" was not
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a doctor. I was advised by Dr. Barron and do verily believe that as a result of this

information, Dr. Barron had concerns about prescribing this patient an antibiotic. As a

result, while the patient was at her office, Dr. Barron called Ms Stewart. Dr. Barron

expressed her concern that Ms Stewart is performing procedures that require antibiotics.

During this call, Ms Stewart confirmed she was not a doctor and that she didn't know

what the problem was. A memo to file of this conversation is attached to this Affidavit as

Exhibit "U".

34. On or about February 11, 2014, I spoke on the phone with Leigh MacIntyre. A

transcript of this conversation is attached to this Affidavit at Exhibit "V". I am advised

by Ms MacIntrye and do verily believe that on February 11, 2014, Ms MacIntrye called

Eve's Laser Clinic, spoke with Ms Stewart and recorded the conversation. Ms MacIntrye

played me a recording of this call during our conversation. Accordingly, the call between

Ms Stewart and Ms MacIntrye is contained in the transcript attached to this affidavit at

Exhibit "V". Ms Stewart made the following statements to Ms MacIntrye:

• She performs both facelifts and rhinoplasty and is good at performing these

procedures;

• She is not a doctor but "has all the training" and "certificates" that she needs;

• She took courses in the U.S. with various cosmetic surgeons;

• Her prices are less than half the price of anybody else because she does not have

as much overhead costs;
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• She performs both "closed" and "open" rhinoplasties. Open rhinoplasties are

performed by opening up the nose completely. Closed rhinoplasties are

performed by making cuts on the inside of the nose. Ms Stewart prefers to

perform a "closed rhino" as "it's a lot easier";

• To get rid of the bumps on Ms MacIntyre's nose, "some of the bone will have to

be removed";

• The rhinoplasty is performed under local anesthetic and should take two hours;

• Depending on what she needed done with her nose, Ms MacIntyre should be able

to go back to work the next day and the stitches will dissolve in about three to

four months;

• There would be no scars from the rhinoplasty;

• The facelift takes one hour and is also performed under a local anesthetic;

• The facelift should result in "hardly any bruising" and no scarring;

• Ms MacIntyre would not need pain killers after either procedure as there is no

pain;

• Ms MacIntyre should check with her family doctor before the procedure to ensure

that she does not need to go off any medications for the procedure, to obtain an

antibiotic to be on the "safe side", and to get a prescription if she needs something

to calm her down;
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• She provides oxygen during the procedures; and

• She is prepared to provide Ms MacIntyre with the names of a couple patients who

have undergone the procedures Ms MacIntyre is contemplating.

35. On or about February 12, 2014, I left a message for the patient who attended at

Dr. Barron's office for antibiotics. On February 13, 2014, I attended at this woman's

home with my colleague, Mr. Poranganel. Attached to this Affidavit as Exhibit "W" is a

copy of my memorandum to file summarizing this meeting as well as pictures I took of

this woman's nose. I have redacted the name of this patient and portions of the

photographs in order to protect this patient's confidentiality. I was provided with the

following information:

• In approximately 1999, she underwent a rhinoplasty procedure performed

by a plastic surgeon. In 2004, her left nostril "collapsed";

• She originally met Ms Stewart at an Ottawa store. Ms Stewart handed this

patient a flyer of her aesthetic services, which included Botox, Juvederm

and Radiesse injections. She began receiving Botox and Juvaderm

injections from Ms Stewart in August 2013. She did not ask for

Ms Stewart's qualifications and realises that she "took a risk";

• Ms Stewart noticed her "nose problem" and stated she could fix it;

• On February 6, 2014, she attended Ms Stewart's home for the purpose of

having her nose fixed. Ms Stewart's assistant, Chantal, took pictures

before, during and after the procedure;
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• During the procedure, both Ms Stewart's son and Chantal were present.

Chantal handed Ms Stewart the instruments and sponges. Ms Stewart

wore a mask;

• Ms Stewart injected a substance which froze the area around her nose. No

other medications were provided;

• During the surgery an "oxygen tube" was placed in her mouth. There was

no heart monitor or blood pressure monitoring done during the procedure;

• Ms Stewart stitched the collapsed area of her nose up to the middle

interior area of her nose. She does not know if cartilage was removed.

After the procedure, Ms Stewart put a bandage on her nose;.

• Following the procedure she noticed a bit of swelling and there was some

bleeding for a day;

• She was not given any medications but was instructed to obtain antibiotics

to prevent infections;

• She felt a "little bit scared" and "traumatized". She knew was taking a

risk and "prayed" about it;

• She drove to and from the procedure herself; and

• She needs to return to Ms Stewart to get the stiches removed.
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36. On or about February 13, 2014, I left a second message for the patient whose

name was provided by Ms Stewart to Ms Williams (the private investigator) in relation to

the Silhouette facelift procedure. I had left an earlier message for this patient on January

23, 2014, as noted in paragraph 32 of this affidavit. Later that day, this patient called me

back. Attached to this Affidavit as Exhibit "X" is a copy of my memorandum to file

summarizing this conversation. I have redacted the name of this patient to protect her

confidentiality. This patient, who is a nurse, provided me with the following information:

~ On or about July 31, 2013, she underwent amini-facelift, performed by

Ms Stewart in her home;

• She learned of Ms Stewart through the Internet;

• Ms Stewart did not refer to her herself as a doctor, but told her she was

working under physicians. Ms Stewart did not identify the names of the

physicians;

• Prior to the procedure Ms Stewart asked about her health and gave her

four Arnica pills, which are used to reduce bruising;

• Ms Stewart injected her face with a "freezing substance" she believes was

possibly lidocaine. It made her face numb;

• Ms Stewart made two incisions less than one inch in length close to her

hairline, near her temples, threaded four strands down into her face and

stitched the incision closed;
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• Her heart and blood pressure were not monitored;

The procedure lasted approximately one hour and she sat for about

20 minutes to recover;

• Ms Stewart did not provide any medication for possible infection; and

• She attended for one follow up appointment after the procedure.

37. On or about February 13, 2014, the College received a call from a patient who

stated that approximately five years ago she had Botox administered by Ms Stewart at

Eve's Laser Clinic. A copy of the memorandum to file of this conversation is attached to

this affidavit at Exhibit "Y". I spoke with this patient on February 14, 2014. Attached to

this affidavit as Exhibit "Z" is a memorandum to file of my conversation. The name of

this woman has been redacted to protect hex confidentiality. I was provided with the

following information:

• She heard of Ms Stewart through her neighbour;

• Approximately five years ago, she received fillers and Botox injections

into her mouth by Ms Stewart. She now has two bumps in her mouth that

did not dissolve. She can feel the bumps, but they are not clearly visible.

She also has lines on her face from the filler running down her mouth,

which make her look older than her age; and

• She was told by Ms Stewart that she was being supervised by a doctor, but

there was no doctor present when she performed the injections.

23
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38. On February 14, 2013, this patient advised that approximately five years ago, she

contacted the College to report Ms Stewart, but was told that the College could onl
y

investigate physicians. I have made inquiries about this call, and can find no record. 
On

or about February 18, 2014, I spoke with this patient again. During this call, she

informed me that she had not called the College as she had previously advised, but th
inks

she called the Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Canada to report Ms Stewart
.

During our February 15, 2014 call, the patient advised:

• She had a severe reaction to the Botox and filler injected by Ms Stewart in

2010;

• She has multiple sclerosis ("MS") and informed Ms Stewart of her

disease. Ms Stewart informed her there would be no issue having these

injections;

• Ms Stewart "pushed" the injections on her. She did not intend to have

them done;

• Ms Stewart led her to believe she had full knowledge of MS and promised

her the Botox would not harm her; and

She was drunk when she had the injections. She had consumed two beers

prior and Ms Stewart gave her three more beers.

A copy of my memorandum to file summarizing this conversation and attache
d

emails sent to me by this patient are attached to this affidavit as Exhibit "AA".
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39. I have been advised by my manager, Beth Davey, and do verily believe that on or

about February 14, 2014, she spoke with Ms Stewart. A copy of a memorandum to file

of this conversation is attached to this affidavit at Exhibit "BB". Ms Davey is currently

out of the country and on holidays and is unavailable to swear an affidavit directly.

Ms Davey advised me and I verily believe that Ms Stewart stated that she has not

performed "vaginal beautifications" but that if she did, it would involve "injecting" a

"g-spot".

Information Obtained Regarding Ms Stewart's Possession of Botox and Fillers

40. On or about March 1, 2013, I had a telephone conversation with Mr. Tang, Senior

Compliance Officer in the Drug Compliance Verification and Investigation Unit of

Health Canada. Mr. Tang received my name and contact information from Dr. Lalonde,

who is the physician who first contacted the College in January of 2013. Attached to this

affidavit as Exhibit "CC" is the memorandum to file regarding this conversation.

During my conversation with Mr. Tang, I expressed concern about the various controlled

acts that Ms Stewart appeared to be performing. I explained to him that the College's

power to investigate non-physicians was limited. Mr. Tang advised that Health Canada

was determining its role/responsibility regarding Ms Stewart prescribing/selling Botox,

and that he was concerned about whether she was using counterfeit products. He

explained to me that Health Canada's enforcement mechanism was under the Food and

Drug Act. While he can make a request for Ms Stewart to provide a list of all products

she uses, she can refuse. I expressed concern that the situation with Ms Stewart was

alarming and that police involvement was desirable.
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41. During this March 1, 2013 call, Mr. Tang advised and I verily believe that he had

recently spoken with both Allergan, a manufacturer of Botox and Ms Stewart. According

to Mr. Tang, Ms Wiltman of Allergan advised that Allergan has not sold Botox to

Ms Stewart since 2009. Ms Stewart advised that she obtained Botox from physicians

who purchased from Allergan and that she was certified to perform Botox injections. She

would not reveal the name of the doctors.

42. I spoke with Mr. Tang again on March 5, 2013. Attached to this affidavit as

Exhibit "DD" is the memorandum to file regarding this conversation. I am advised by

Mr. Tang and do verily believe that on March 1, 2013, he served Ms Stewart with written

notice advising she was not to sell Botox. The following day he received a reply from

Ms Stewart, saying she was refusing to comply with Health Canada's request to stop

selling Botox.

43. Mr. Tang further told me that he was seeking legal advice whether he could share

any information with the College. Finally, Mr. Tang told me that Health Canada made a

request to the Ottawa Police to do a background check and that police were considering

executing a search warrant.

44. On March 14, 2013, I had a third conversation with Mr. Tang. Attached to this

affidavit as Exhibit "EE" is the memorandum to file regarding this conversation.

Mr. Tang advised that he was in the process of drafting a document to be reviewed by the

Justice of the Peace in order to obtain powers to enter Eve's Laser Clinic and seize the

"Botox" products. His plan was to enter her clinic the following week.
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45. On or about April 5, 2013 I spoke with Mr. Tang again. Attached to this affidavit

as Exhibit "FF" is the memorandum to file regarding this conversation. He advised he

was continuing his efforts regarding an entry permit and that Ms Stewart had not

complied with Health Canada's written request to stop selling Botox. He further advised

he was seeking legal advice to determine what information Health Canada could share

with the College. He suggested that I contact Allergan for further information regarding

the sale of Botox to Ms Stewart.

46. On or about April 10, 2013, I spoke with Ms Wiltman, Sr. Compliance Manager

of Allergan. Ms Wiltman advised and I verily believe that Allergan sold Botox to Ms

Stewart's clinic one time in 2008. According to Ms Wiltman, Ms Stewart advised that

she was affiliated with a physician and set up an account. When one of Allergan's drug

representatives went to the clinic and realized there was no physician on site, Allergan

did not supply her with Botax a second time. A copy of my memorandum to file about

this conversation is attached to this affidavit at Exhibit "GG". The following day I

received an email from Ms Wiltman advising that the name of the physician Ms Stewart.

claimed to be affiliated with was Dr. Garinther. She further stated that Allergan's records

indicate that no product has been shipped to Dr. Garinther. Attached to this Affidavit as

Exhibit "HH" is a copy of this email.

47. On or about August 12, 2013, I spoke with Ms Lee of Health Canada. She

advised me that Health Canada notified Ms Stewart that she cannot sell Botox and that

she has received conflicting messages from Ms Stewart as to whether she is under the

supervision of a physician. Attached to this Affidavit as Exhibit "II" is my

memorandum to file regarding this conversation.
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48. On or about September 4, 2013, I spoke with Ms Lee again. During this call she

advised that Health Canada would not be able to share information with the College.

Attached to this Affidavit as Exhibit "JJ" is a copy of my memorandum to file about this

call.

49. On or about February 14, 2014, I spoke Ms Wiltman of Allergen, who confirmed

that 12 vials of Botox were shipped to Ms Stewart on October 30, 2009 under the

understanding that she was under the medical supervision of Dr. Garinther, who is a

member of the College. A copy of both my memorandum to file of this conversation and

Allergen's invoice to Ms Stewart is attached at Tab "KK" of this affidavit.

50. On February 12, 2014 I spoke with Dr. Garinther. He advised me that he has

never ordered or prescribed Botox, and has never supervised anyone using Botox. Aside

from receiving calls about Ms Stewart from Allergen approximately three to four years

ago, and from Health Canada approximately six to nine months ago, he does not know

anything about her. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit "LL" is a copy of my

memorandum to file about this conversation.

51. In my February 14, 2013 call with Ms Stewart's patient that is outlined in

paragraph 38 above and summarized in Exhibit "Z", she provided me with her

understanding as to how Ms Stewart has come to possess Botox over the past many years,

which is as follows:

• Ms Stewart and this patient's neighbour obtained Botox certification from

a two-day course in Las Vegas. On her return from Las Vegas in 2009,
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Ms Stewart was stopped by Border Services and had her Botox

confiscated;

• At the time this patient received Botox from Ms Stewart, the patient's

family doctor was Dr. Garinther. Ms Stewart used Dr. Garinther's name

and physician number to obtain a one year supply of Botox from Allergan;

• After the one year supply of Botox, Ms Stewart called Axon who is a third

party supplier of Botox in order to obtain afour-year supply; and

Ms Stewart now buys Botox from China.

This patient claims she knows this information from a person who used to work for

Ms Stewart but who is afraid to come forward with this information as Ms Stewart

"is vindictive and will hurt her."

52. The above information is consistent with both the information I obtained from

Allergan about Dr. Garinther, and with a statement made by Ms Stewart to Ms Martin

and me on September 27, 2013 that she has been harassed by various agencies, including

Border Services.

53. During my September 27, 2013 visit to Ms Stewart's clinic with the private

investigator, Ms Martin, we noticed a product called Xeomin, which is an injectable

similar to Botox. Accordingly, on or about October 7, 2013, I called Merz Pharma

Canada ("Merz") to make inquiries as to how Ms Stewart was able to obtain this product.

Later that day I received a voicemail message back advising that that Merz had
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information about Ms Stewart's clinic. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit "MM" is a

copy of my memorandum to file regarding these phone messages.

54. On or about October 9, 2013, I spoke with Mr. Bennett, President and General

Manager of Merz. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit "NN" is a copy of my

memorandum to file regarding this conversation. Mr. Bennett advised that the week prior

to our conversation, Ms Stewart met with a Merz Representative. Mr. Bennett advised

and I do verily believe that based on the lot numbers noted on Ms Stewart's product,

Ms Stewart was in possession of the "therapeutic" version and not the "cosmetic" version

of Xeomin. It was explained to me that the therapeutic version is obtained through a

prescription that is filled at a pharmacy, and is a more expensive way of obtaining the

product. Merz sells the cosmetic version of Xeomin directly to "aesthetic physicians"

~vho can save money by buying it in bulk, and the physicians sign agreements that they

will not resell the product. According to the Merz representative, Ms Stewart indicated

that she obtained Xeomin from Vancouver. She was asked to complete a form indicating

the name of the medical director or physician affiliated with the clinic, but refused to fill

out this form when she was told that the name would be disclosed to Health Canada.

55. Also according to Mr. Bennett, the Merz representative who met with Ms Stewart

noted that she had another one of their products, Radiesse. The representative noticed

that the instructions for this product came in multiple languages, which indicates that the

products did not come from Canada. He indicated that there are unauthorized distributors

of the product and that this is a public health and safety issue.
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56. Later that day I received an email from Mr. Bennett who advised that based on the

lot numbers obtained by his drug representative regarding Xeomin and Radiesse, he was

able to conclude that these products were not shipped from Canadian inventory. On

October 11, 2013, he further advised by email that the Xeomin was originally sent to

Merz UK subsidiary and that therefore Ms Stewart's clinic was "clearly illegally

importing the drug (or buying from someone who is)". Attached to this affidavit as

Exhibits "00" and "PP" are copies of these emails.

Information Obtained from Public Health

57. On or about February 14, 2014, the Registrar of the College received a letter from

Dr. Levy, Medical Officer of Health, Ottawa Public Health ("OPH"). A copy of this

February 14, 2014 letter is attached to this affidavit at Exhibit "QQ". In this letter,

Dr. Levy advises that OPH is undertaking an investigation of Eve's Laser Clinic and has

identified information that is of concern. As stated in Dr. Levy's letter, the mandate of

OPH is "to inspect personal services settings located in the City of Ottawa to address

infection prevention and control issues, and any health hazards that have or are likely to

have an adverse effect on the health of any person." Among the concerns noted in the

February 14, 20141etter from OPH are the following:

• There are reports that the operator is conducting procedures such as

rhinoplasty, and silhouette facelifts;

• The operator cannot produce any documentation indicating that she is a

medical health professional, nor does she promote herself as one; and
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• The operator is refusing to present any documentation indicating that a

physician has delegated his/her authority to conduct procedures.

58. On or about February 14, 2014, OPH provided the College with copies of various

inspection reports regarding its inspections of Eve's Laser Clinic undertaken between

2012 and 2014. As a result of the most recent inspection conducted on February 14,

2014, OPH issued an Order to the clinic under section 13 of the Health Protection and

Promotion Act. A copy of the OPH order is attached to this affidavit as Exhibit "RR".

Noting a number of sterilization deficiencies, the order requires Ms Stewart to "cease and

desist in the provision of personal services involving the use of any instruments and items

that require sterilization between uses until such time as sterility of equipment and

instruments is ensured by biological monitoring (spore testing) of [the clinic's] autoclave

and negative growth results (pass) have been received and forwarded to [the inspector]

for verification and all infection prevention and control requirements for personal

services settings are met to the satisfaction of Ottawa Public Health and in accordance

with the Ontario Ministry of Health and Long Term Care's Infection Prevention and

Control Best Practices for Personal Services Settings (January, 2009)." According to the

order, the OPH inspector is of the opinion, upon reasonable and probably grounds, that a

health hazard exists, which presents a risk to the health of persons, and that the

requirements specified in the order are necessary to decrease the effects of or to eliminate

the health hazard.

59. The OPH inspection records dated June 2012, August 2012, February 2013,

May 2013, and October 2013 are attached to this affidavit at Tab "SS". The reports

reveal, among other things, that throughout this period of time "medications requiring a
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prescription are prescribed by the same physician", the "[o]perator refuses to divulge

name of physician who prescribes the medication" and that "[p]rescriptions for clients

cannot be released from pharmacy to operator without consent from prescribing

physician".

Information About to Ms Stewart's Purported Delegation by Physicians

60. At various times and to various bodies, including the College, Ms Stewart has

maintained that she is being delegated to perform controlled acts by a physician.

61. I have been advised by my manager, Beth Davey, and do verily believe that on or

about February 12, 2014, she spoke with Ms Stewart. A copy of a memorandum to file

of this conversation is attached hereto at Exhibit "TT". Ms Davey advises that

Ms Stewart stated that there is a physician involved with the clinic, but she is reluctant to

tell us who it is. She advised that the doctor is on vacation until the last week of

February and she would need permission to tell me the name of the doctor as she could

not do anything without the doctor's permission.

62. I am advised by Jill Hefley, Associate Director of Communications at the College,

and do verily believe, that on February 13, 2014, she received a call from an Assistant

Medical Officer of Health, and the Manager of Environmental Health Protections and

Outbreak Management, at OPH who mentioned that a Dr. Bajramovic was a name that

arose during the OPH inspections.

63. I spoke with Dr. Bajramovic on or about February 14, 2014. Attached to this

affidavit at Exhibit "UU" is a copy of a memorandum to file about this conversation.
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Dr. Bajramovic advised that Ms Stewart contacted her four to five years ago asking her if

she wanted to work at her facility. Dr. Bajramovic visited the clinic and when she saw

the facilities, told Ms Stewart that she was not interested.

64. On February 19, 2014, I spoke with Mr. Lapensee, the OPH inspector who

inspected Eve's Laser Clinic. He advised that during his inspections he was told by Ms

Stewart that she had purchased the clinic from Dr. Bajramovic. Additionally, during his

inspections he saw one container of lidocaine with a label that had Dr. Garinther's name

on it. Attached to this affidavit at Exhibit "VV"

65. I swear this affidavit in support of an application for an order requiring the

respondent, Eve Stewart to cease performing controlled acts and for no other or improper

purpose.

SWORN before me at the City of )
Toronto, in the Province of Ontario, )

this l~clay of February, 2014. )

A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits )

HEATHER CARROLL


